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From

Bhakra BeaS Management Board
Madhya Marg, Sector 19-8,

Chandigarh - 160019
(Person nel DePartment)

E-Mail: pdsec@bbmb. nic. in

The Secretary

The Chairman & Managing Director,
PSPCL, Patiala.

MemoNo. 1$o}. tPD-164A/ol.18lA?D-2

Subject: Filling up of the vdcant posts of AEIAEE falling to the share of

PSPCL in BBMB.

Kindly refer to this office memo No. 146/PD-164A/ol-18/APD-2 dated

10.01.2020 on the subject cited matter. In this regard, it is stated that due to non

posting of AE/AEEs by PSPCL agarnst their share quota posts in BBMB, the work

of BBMB is suffering. In order to ensure smooth working of BBMB prolects' vacant

posts of AE/AEEs are required to be filled at the earliest'

ln this context, it is pertinent to mention here that at present, agarnst

g1 no. share quota posts of AEsiAEEs of PSPCL, only 42 no. officers are working

in BBMB, In nutshell, 49 No. posts of AEsIAEEs pertaining to the share quota of

pSPCL are lying vacant. However, overall 26 posts of AE/AEFs are lying vacant in

BBIUB, as the officers from HPSEBL and BBMB Cadre have been adjusted to fill-up

the shortfall. In view of the foregoing, it is requested to depute at-least 5 AE/AEEs

in BBMB immediately, so that the work of BBMB may not suffer.

It is therefore requested that a list of at-least 5 AE/AEEs willrng to

serve at BBMB froject Locations may be forwarded to this office, alongwith their

bio data & resume of ACRs pertaining to last iive years period, so as to adjudge the

suitability of officers for posting in BBMB against vacant share posts of PSPCL

This issues with the approval of Chairman, BBMB
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